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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In 2017, GONG exerted influence on further democratisation of political 
institutions and increasing the level of accountability and effectiveness 
in the political system mostly through its analytical activities, informing 
and public reactions. We monitored the work of fundamental political 
institutions (Government, Croatian Parliament, Constitutional Court), 
as well as of autonomous and independent bodies (Information 
Commissioner, Commission for the Identification of Conflict of Interest, 
State Attorney’s Office etc.), lobbied for improvement of democratic 
standards, and systematically informed the interested public.

We contributed to increasing the level of transparency and inclusiveness 
of the electoral system through monitoring electoral processes 
(monitoring through pre-election analytical activities and receiving 
citizens’ reports) in order to ensure that local elections are fair and free, 
by informing the public on the potential dangers, especially relating to 
the financing of political activities, through publicly advocating improving 
electoral administration and increasing intra-party democracy, and 
through direct communication with the interested public and citizens 
(organising public events).

GONG helped bring about the increase in social and institutional 
capacities for prevention and combating corruption and abuse of 
power through monitoring anticorruption policies, with an emphasis on 
access to information, managing conflict of interest and participation in 
workgroups and other public policy bodies, as well as participating in 
public consultation processes.

GONG influenced the openness and transparency of government 
through activities of public advocacy and informing, as well as filing 
requests to access information. GONG put a special emphasis on 
opening data in open formats for re-use, primarily registers held by 
public sector bodies, such as the register of concessions, the register of 
beneficial owners etc.

During 2017, GONG very actively worked on international networking 
and advocacy at both the European Union and the regional level. 
We organised study visits, mentorship programmes and knowledge 
exchanges with organisations and institutions from Croatia and abroad.
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POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

1

Photo credit: Green Action/FoE Croatia. 
Description: Platforma 112’s press 
conference in front of the Government 
Building.

 – In late January 2017, GONG, in cooperation 
with Platform 112, reflected on the first 100 
days of Andrej Plenković’s government. 
The press conference held outside the 
Government building communicated that 
while in principle the partial departure 
from the model of illiberal democracy is 
welcome, there is concern regarding the 
diminished transparency and openness 
of the work of the Government. We 
highlighted as especially concerning the 

fact that the Government has ceased 
to publish in advance the agendas and 
materials for its sessions, as well as that 
there are no regular press conferences 
where every journalist might ask questions 
and critically probe the Government’s 
decisions. We warned that, instead of 
strengthening its integrity, objectivity and 
transparency in performing public duties, 
the Government through its inaction 
has endangered citizens’ trust in public 
sector bodies, while political responsibility 
towards the citizens has further waned.

 – At a press conference in May, GONG 
warned against the Parliament going into 
recess before the local elections as long 
as the political crisis that started after 
the Prime Minister unilaterally dismissed 
four ministers – of the Judiciary, the 
Interior, Administration, and Energy 
and the Environment – despite not 
having adequate constitutional and 
legal grounds to do so, has not been 
resolved. Subsequently, on 13 June 2017, 
GONG submitted a proposal to initiate 
proceedings before the Constitutional 
Court to establish the constitutionality 
and legality the 28 April 2017 decision 

POLITICAL 
INSTITUTIONS
POLITICAL CRISIS: MINISTERIAL DISMISSALS

http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zabrinjavajuca-zbirka-otvorenih-pitanja/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zabrinjavajuca-zbirka-otvorenih-pitanja/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/nema-odmora-dok-u-saboru-traje-kriza/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/nema-odmora-dok-u-saboru-traje-kriza/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/nema-odmora-dok-u-saboru-traje-kriza/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/nema-odmora-dok-u-saboru-traje-kriza/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/vlada/upitna-ustavnost-i-zakonitost-razrjesenja-ministar/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/vlada/upitna-ustavnost-i-zakonitost-razrjesenja-ministar/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/vlada/upitna-ustavnost-i-zakonitost-razrjesenja-ministar/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/vlada/upitna-ustavnost-i-zakonitost-razrjesenja-ministar/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/vlada/upitna-ustavnost-i-zakonitost-razrjesenja-ministar/
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Description: GONG warned that the 
Parliament should not take a break until the 
political crisis was resolved. 

of the Prime Minister of the Republic of 
Croatia (O.G. no. 42/2017) dismissing 
MOST’s ministers. We warned that – even 
though laws do not include provisions 
allowing the Prime Minister to dismiss 
ministers unless they resign – the Prime 
Minister nevertheless signed the decision 
to dismiss them. We also pointed out that 
the Government as a collective body did 
not vote on the ministerial dismissals, that 
is, did not adopt a decision in accordance 

with the Government Act. Finally, we 
warned that Members of Parliament were 
not given the opportunity to use Question 
Time in the Parliament to question the 
dismissed ministers, which meant that it 
was impossible to fulfil the Constitutional 
provision making the Government 
accountable to the Parliament, and 
giving the Parliament oversight over the 
Government’s work.

LOCAL ELECTIONS
Electoral campaign

 – GONG has contributed to increased 
transparency in candidate presentations 
for local elections in 2017. On 18 January 
2017, Jelena Berković, executive director 
of GONG, moderated the candidate 
debates for the Zagreb mayoral election 
held at the Savica park, that were 
organised by the “Protecting our Park” 
initiative. All the participants in the 
debate, Ivan Lovrinović, Anka Mrak Taritaš 
and Tomislav Tomašević, signed the 
protesters’ requests demanding a stop to 
construction work in the Savica park, and 
promised to campaign for changing the 
Urban development plan to make parks a 
zone where no construction is permitted.

 – As in the previous electoral cycles, 
GONG has warned of the need for equal 
application of the Residency Act towards 
all groups of citizens. We warned that 
it should not be allowed to happen that 
the Interior Ministry strikes some citizens 
with a so-called fictitious residence off 
residence registers in certain locations, 
while in others it does not. We found that 
key to this is even-handed, professional 
and independent implementation of the 
Act, as well as the continuous monitoring 
of its implementation and the conduct 
of officials in police stations, in order to 
avoid any arbitrary erasure of citizens 
from the register of permanent residents 

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/vlada/upitna-ustavnost-i-zakonitost-razrjesenja-ministar/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/vlada/upitna-ustavnost-i-zakonitost-razrjesenja-ministar/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/ne-smije-biti-diskriminacije-kod-odjava-prebivalis/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/ne-smije-biti-diskriminacije-kod-odjava-prebivalis/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/ne-smije-biti-diskriminacije-kod-odjava-prebivalis/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/ne-smije-biti-diskriminacije-kod-odjava-prebivalis/
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Description: GONG warned that the State 
Election Commission did not monitor the 
election campaign financing adequately.

or the registering of temporary residence 
at non-existent addresses, which might 
lead to discrimination against specific 
categories of citizens.

 – GONG didn’t monitor two rounds of 
local elections with observers at polling 
stations, but it did follow the pre-election 
period, issuing statements and evaluati-
ons on the first and second round of the 
elections.

Post-electoral activities

 – Although both rounds of the elections 
were mainly conducted in a democratic 
atmosphere, GONG highlighted the 
worrying exceptions in certain cases 
where there were potential criminal acts. 
We warned of electoral engineering, 
with a large number of newly-registered 
residences just before the local elections 
in Metković, emphasising that this could 
have had, and probably did have, a serious 
impact on the election results. On the 
basis of citizens’ complaints to the State 
Attorney’s Office (DORH), GONG submi-
tted a criminal complaint against persons 
unknown for criminal offenses committed 
in the election in Vrlika, which affected the 
election result, as a seat in the City council 
was won by a person, an HDZ (Croatian 
Democratic Union) councillor, who had no 
grounds for standing in the elections as a 
national minority representative.

 – In the course of monitoring local electi-
ons, GONG has warned of individual cases 
on non-transparent financing of election 
campaigns, which have demonstrated 
the absence of adequate supervision of 
campaign advertising financing by the 
State Electoral Commission (DIP). We 
warned that no communications on the 
monitoring of abuses of public resources 
could be found, and that there has been 
no reaction on the part of the DIP. Our 
view is that the monitoring the DIP has 
conducted was merely formal, consisting 
of registering who did or didn’t submit 
their financial reports, while it is unknown 

whether and how the accuracy and vera-
ciousness of the data therein are verified, 
allowing candidates and parties to cite 
false data in their reports or fail to declare 
certain expenditures and donations wit-
hout much fear. We pointed out that the 
DIP should determine what the priorities 
are in monitoring, since its limited capa-
cities mean that it cannot equally oversee 
the financing of election campaigns in all 
municipalities, cities and counties

 – In November 2017, GONG published a 
report on the local elections based on its 
monitoring of the pre-election period and 
non-anonymous tips from citizens

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/biracki-odbori-ponovno-najslabija-karika/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/izborni-dan-u-svjetlu-manjih-incidenata/
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20170721_gong_dorh_kaznena_prijava_lokalni_izbori_vrlika.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/provjerava-li-dip-financijska-izvjesca-s-lokalnih-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/provjerava-li-dip-financijska-izvjesca-s-lokalnih-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/provjerava-li-dip-financijska-izvjesca-s-lokalnih-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/provjerava-li-dip-financijska-izvjesca-s-lokalnih-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/provjerava-li-dip-financijska-izvjesca-s-lokalnih-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/provjerava-li-dip-financijska-izvjesca-s-lokalnih-/
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20171128_izvjestaj_o_lokalnim_izborima.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20171128_izvjestaj_o_lokalnim_izborima.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/20171128_izvjestaj_o_lokalnim_izborima.pdf
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Lex Sheriff

 – Based on the recommendations from 
the Croatia’s Captured Places study, 
in October 2017 GONG took part in 
an e-consultation on the Draft Act on 
Amendments to the Local and Regional 
Self-Government Act (so-called Lex 
Sheriff) and warned that the Government 
has proposed solutions that will further 
weaken the Constitutionally guaranteed 
function of representative bodies and 
further empower heads of municipalities/
mayors and county prefects, which may 
lead to even greater risk of corruption, 
especially in the context of the weakened 
position of the representative body as a 
form of control over the executive.

 – At a roundtable organised by the Friedrich 
Ebert Stiftung and the Institute for Public 
Administration on 29 November 2017, 
GONG presented Croatia’s Captured 
Places, a study on captured local units 
that was conducted in the Istria County, 
Zagreb, Slavonski Brod and Dubrovnik.

 – In late 2017, GONG warned that it will 
demand the Constitutional Court to 
initiate proceedings to establish the 
constitutionality of so-called Lex Sheriff if 
the Parliament adopts the Government’s 
Bill, as it would represent a serious and 
unconstitutional blow to local democracy.

OVERALL PARTY FINANCING

 – Early this year, GONG participated in 
an Administration Ministry workgroup 
under Minister Ivan Kovačić that was 
tasked with improving the Act on the 
Financing Political Activities and Electoral 
Campaigns. GONG’s recommendation of 
using modern technologies to facilitate 
submitting and publishing parties’ 
and candidates’ financial reports was 
accepted, and the DIP has already begun 
drafting a proposal for an application for 
submitting financial reports.

 – On 24 April 2017, GONG warned that 
the DIP hasn’t been doing its work 
of overseeing party financing. We 
emphasised that Tomislav Karamarko’s 
HDZ’s intense collaboration with the 
IFO institute was paid for through HDZ’s 
Foundation, whose money, originally 
received from the “New Generations” 
foundation, the DIP didn’t consider a 
donation, but concluded that the fact 
that IFO’s analysis was ignored in HDZ’s 
election programme proves that there are 
no reasons to ask further questions.

 – In a 12 July 2017 media communiqué, 
GONG objected to the “overnight” election 
of the president of the Supreme Court, 
as the person in this post is the head of 
the judicial authority, and at the same 
time the president of the DIP. We warned 
that – considering it has long been known 
that the then-president’s mandate would 
expire on 19 July 2017 – the President of 
the Republic should have introduced her 
candidate Đuro Sessa earlier, so that the 
public would have time to learn about 
and discuss his competencies, previous 
work and future plans. We stressed the 
absolute necessity of ensuring that the 
chosen person has full professional and 
moral integrity that will be the foremost 
guarantee of the independent functioning 
of the Supreme Court and the DIP, 
including its significant role in monitoring 
political party financing and election and 
referendum campaigns.

 – GONG has analysed political parties’ 
financial reports for 2016. Although 2016 
saw a snap parliamentary election for 
which parties collected considerably fewer 
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https://esavjetovanja.gov.hr/ECon/MainScreen?entityId=6035
https://esavjetovanja.gov.hr/ECon/MainScreen?entityId=6035
https://esavjetovanja.gov.hr/ECon/MainScreen?entityId=6035
https://esavjetovanja.gov.hr/ECon/MainScreen?entityId=6035
https://esavjetovanja.gov.hr/ECon/MainScreen?entityId=6035
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gradani-kao-brana-lokalne-demokracije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gradani-kao-brana-lokalne-demokracije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gradani-kao-brana-lokalne-demokracije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/dip-otvori-oci-i-napokon-nadziri-financiranje-stra/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/lokalni/dip-otvori-oci-i-napokon-nadziri-financiranje-stra/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/moze-li-sessa-jamciti-neovisnost-i-povjerenje-u-in/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/stranke-primile-cetiri-puta-manje-donacija-nego-20/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/stranke-primile-cetiri-puta-manje-donacija-nego-20/
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Source: Jutarnji list, March 18, 2017.
Description: The media reported on GONG’s annual 
political party finance analysis.

donations than a year earlier, 
the analysis has shown that 
advertising costs remained the 
same. Some managed to save 
on other items of expenditure, 
others incurred further 
debts, as seen from GONG’s 
overview of party donations 
and loans. In addition, thanks 
to GONG’s analysis of credit 
financing of political parties in 
2015, it has become clear that 
parliamentary parties owed 
various creditors 40,395,499.00 
HRK, mostly without publishing 
the sources of the credits 
and loans, thus violating 
the Non-Profit Organisation 
Accountancy Act, while the DIP, 
which is tasked with overseeing 
party and election campaign 
financing, did nothing.

ELECTION OF NEw 
MEMBERS OF THE 
CONSTITUTIONAL 
COURT

 – GONG actively followed the process of 
selecting judges for the Constitutional 
Court, and on 4 July 2017 called on the 
Constitution Committee and Members 
of Parliament to choose candidates who 
have shown their professional and moral 
worth and personal and professional 
integrity, as the Constitutional Court is 
the guardian of the Constitution and the 
constitutional democratic order.

ExTENSIVE REFORM 
OF ELECTORAL 
LEGISLATION

 – Despite Prime Minister Andrej Plenković’s 
promise, the reform of electoral 
legislation didn’t go ahead, but during 
2017, GONG continued to monitor its 
implementation and remind of the need 
to harmonise voting districts and other 
changes essential to enhancing electoral 
and referendum legislation.

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/gdje-je-nestala-digitalizacija/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/gdje-je-nestala-digitalizacija/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/gdje-je-nestala-digitalizacija/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/tko-stoji-iza-4039549900-kn-kredita-stranaka/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/tko-stoji-iza-4039549900-kn-kredita-stranaka/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/tko-stoji-iza-4039549900-kn-kredita-stranaka/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/tko-stoji-iza-4039549900-kn-kredita-stranaka/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/politicke-stranke/tko-stoji-iza-4039549900-kn-kredita-stranaka/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/sabor-opet-na-testu-odgovornosti-izbora-sudaca-ust/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/sabor-opet-na-testu-odgovornosti-izbora-sudaca-ust/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/sabor-opet-na-testu-odgovornosti-izbora-sudaca-ust/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/sabor-opet-na-testu-odgovornosti-izbora-sudaca-ust/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/sabor-opet-na-testu-odgovornosti-izbora-sudaca-ust/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/izborni-sustav/gdje-je-zapelo-izborno-zakonodavstvo-obecanja-bez-/
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2

GOOD GOVERNANCE AND ANTICORRUPTION

 – On the occasion of the International Anti-
Corruption Day, GONG took part at the 
thematic session of the National Council 
for Monitoring the Implementation of 
the Anti-Corruption Strategy and Anti-
Corruption Action Plans on 7 December 
2017. Nenad Zakošek, president of the 
GONG council, singled out for special 
critique in the fight against corruption the 
abandoning of the legislative regulation 
of lobbying as a form of control over the 
influence of private interests on public 
officials, the new increase in the powers 
of the mayor through the so-called Lex 
Sheriff, the negative example of the 
drafting of Lex Agrokor, where a lack 
of transparency leaves the impression 
that special interests were at work. He 
also warned of the non-existence of real 
monitoring of political party and election 
campaign financing by the State Electoral 
Commission, which opens up space 
for political corruption. He singled out 
abandoning of the adoption of a Code of 

 – Although in July GONG applauded the 
significant advances in opening up data 
present in the new 2017 and 2018 Action 
Plan and the Anticorruption Strategy 
for the Period 2015-2020, we criticised 
Prime Minister Plenković’s government 
for abandoning activities intended to 
introduce higher ethical standards in high 
politics and remedying the corruption 
risks to which the Croatian elite is 
exposed. We highlighted as especially 
concerning the fact that between public 
consultation on the draft and the adoption 
of the final Action Plan, a significant 
number of measures simply disappeared, 
although no demands to that effect had 
been made in the consultation. Thus, for 
instance, promises to legislatively regulate 
lobbying, a proposal to adopt a Code of 
Conduct for members of the Government 
and the planned changes to the Law on 
the State Commission for the Supervision 
of Public Procurement Procedures, have 
disappeared from the Plan.

ANTICORRUPTION POLICY

GOOD 
GOvERNANCE AND 
ANTICORRUPTION

http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zaboravljena-borba-protiv-korupcije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zaboravljena-borba-protiv-korupcije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zaboravljena-borba-protiv-korupcije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zaboravljena-borba-protiv-korupcije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zaboravljena-borba-protiv-korupcije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zaboravljena-borba-protiv-korupcije/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/zaboravljena-borba-protiv-korupcije/
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Description: Nenad Zakošek and Jelena 
Berkovic pointed out problems in the fight 
against corruption.

Conduct for members of government as a 
negative contribution to the fight against 
corruption.

 – Nenad Zakošek and GONG’s executive 
director Jelena Berković also sent criticisms 
regarding the fight against corruption the 
day after, at a media conference outside 
the Parliament.

 – In July 2017, as part of public 
consultations, GONG criticised the State 
Property Managemet Act, pointing out 
that the Act introduces intransparency in 
managing state property. We emphasised 
that the Act must undergo thorough 
revision on the basis of all the received 
comments, especially with respect to the 
public availability of information and the 
minister’s broad discretionary powers in 
managing state property.

 – Considering the serious deficiencies in the 
transparency of the prescribed procedure 
and wide scope for preferential treatment 
“ahead of the queue”, in August and 
September 2017 GONG called on the 
Ministry of Construction and Spatial 
Planning and the Agency for Real Estate 
Brokerage to explain to the entire public, 
with accurate information, how they intend 
to secure the transparency of the entire 
process of approving and monitoring the 
legality of subsidizing interest payments 
on home loans.

 – Due to the case of the former Government 
official Tomislav Saucha, on 10 February 
2017 GONG expressed concern with 
the inaction of the Government Internal 
Audit Office and raised the question 
how do internal control mechanisms 
in all other institutions function. In 
addition to quickly determining Tomislav 
Saucha’s criminal liability, we demanded 
that political responsibility within the 
SDP be established and that Saucha be 
immediately excluded, or remove himself, 
from political and party life, as well as 
further investigation to establish where 
did the money end up.

 – On 9 March 2017, GONG’S executive 
director Jelena Berković criticised Attorney 

General Dinko Cvitan’s appearance at 
a media conference alongside Prime 
Minister Andrej Plenković. She pointed 
out that such a situation is exceptionally 
problematic for the Attorney General, 
who heads an institution that is at the 
same time prosecuting the PM’s party for 
siphoning off over 70 million HRK from 
publicly-owned companies.

CONFLICT OF 
INTEREST

 – In January 2017, GONG made a stand 
against political pressures on the 
Commission for the Identification of 
Conflict of Interest. We warned that the 
statements by the Deputy Speaker of 
the Croatian Parliament instructing the 
Commission how to interpret and apply 
the Act on Preventing Conflict of Interest, 
and moreover threatening to amend the 
Act so as to reduce the Commission’s 
authority, represent an impermissible 
political pressure against this autonomous 
and independent institution. We pointed 
out that this practice is contrary to the 
standards of democracy and violates the 
provisions of the Act. GONG called on 
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members of the political elite not to make 
public their thoughts on the substance 
of individual rulings with the aim of 
diminishing the Commission’s reputation 
and citizens’ trust in its work, thus also 
creating undue pressure.

 – GONG participated in the workgroup to 
amend the Act on Preventing Conflict of 
Interest in the Exercise of Public Office 
and monitored the process of electing 
members of the Commission for the 
Identification of Conflict of Interest in the 
new mandate.

 – GONG gave its support to publishing 
judges’ financial details. At a roundtable 
on the occasion of the International 
Anti-Corruption Day, GONG’s executive 
director Jelena Berković pointed out that it 
is not enough to let data out through open 
formats, but also to audit state bodies.

 – In May 2017, GONG filed a charge against 
a state official, Minister Pavo Barišić, to 
the Commission for the Identification 
of Conflict of Interest due to multiple 
violations of the principle of the Act on 
Preventing Conflict of Interest in the 
Exercise of Public Office as a result of 
negligence in protecting the credibility of 
his function and in maintaining citizens’ 
trust. We stressed that Minister Barišić’s 
mandate has been marked by conflicts 
of interest, direct favoritism towards 
the Rector of the University of Zagreb, 
Damir Boras, harbouring lawlessness at 
the Zagreb University, and a public law 
fulfilling the Minister’s and Rector’s private 
wishes.

 – After the Information Commissioner 
ordered the Tax Administration to provide 
GONG and Index journalists with the 
requested information on Agrokor’s tax 
debt, it became clear that Finance Minister 
Zdravko Marić’s interpretation of the 
General Tax Act was biased, creating the 
impression that he favoured the Agrokor 
company while it was still managed by 
Ivica Todorić, his former employer. 

LOBBYING

 – In September 2017, GONG. in cooperation 
with Access Info Europe, published the 
results of a study on the transparency of 
decision-making in the Republic of Croatia. 
We established that there is immense 
scope for enhancing the transparency of 
decision-making in the RC and pointed 
out that a new obligation to create 
information that currently doesn’t exist 
would remove the majority of the detected 
deficiencies. On the basis of this research, 
we made recommendations to improve 
Croatian political practice on the issue of 
intransparency in decision-making such 
as: documenting, that is, creating and 
keeping information; narrow application 
of exceptions; better proactive publishing 
of information; quickly responding to 
requests. An overview of the International 
Standards and Recommendations for 
the Regulation of Lobbying in Croatia is 
available on GONG’s website.

 – In October 2017, GONG warned what 
the current intransparency means for 
Croatia. We pointed out that a public 
discussion about Agrokor would look very 
different if there existed a reasonable 
obligation of transparency in lobbying, 
records of officials’ meetings, involving 
experts in decision-making processes and 
registering their recommendations.

 – The Croatian Government has informed 
the EU that the Republic of Croatia is 
drawing up a legislative framework for 
lobbying, and GONG warned in October 
2017 that there is no evidence for this – it 
wasn’t part of the adopted anti-corruption 
plan, nor was it to be found in the 2017 
normative plans of the Ministries of Justice 
and Administration.

 – In October 2017, GONG also endorsed the 
increased lobbying transparency at the EU 
level. We also reflected on the proposed 
new European Commission members’ 
Code of Conduct and established that it 
contained numerous positive innovations, 
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Source: Novi list, June 29, 2017. 
Description: The media reported on the results 
of GONG’s research on the quality of governance 
at the local level. 

such as introducing definitions of conflict 
of interest, as well as an expectation 
from all EC members to avoid even those 
situations that merely seem to constitute a 
conflict of interest. We also applauded the 
fact that it was envisaged that, in the field 
of financial interests, commissioners must 
publish all information on investments 
and stakes in companies worth more than 
10,000 Euro.

CROATIA’S 
CAPTURED PLACES

 – 2017 saw the completion of GONG’s 
comprehensive study of local public 
governance in Croatia called Croatia’s 
Captured Places, which looks at the actors 
and mechanisms of partial or complete 
political and regulatory capture of public 
institutions and resources on order to 
realise the special interests of individuals, 
groups or networks of power in three 
local and one regional units in Croatia 
(Dubrovnik, Slavonski Brod, Zagreb 
and the Istria County), as well as these 
communities’ citizens’ perceptions and 
opinions on such practices. The research 
detected which public policies are most 
often liable to “capture” (employment/
human resources, spatial planning, 
municipal and construction works, social 
measures), as well as the specific functions 
of “capture” (strengthening networks, 
control over networks, increasing 
the quantity and value of resources, 
distributing resources, increasing the 
likelihood of re-election, securing political 
support). The study made “visible” the 
invisible hand of the political market, even 
though the modalities of “political trade” 
between the local and national levels are 
highly defined by context. Moreover, the 
study has established that the practice 
of capture is enabled and supported by 
the current legal and institutional set-up. 
As far as the citizens are concerned, it 
turned out that a significant number 
consider “capture” mechanisms part of 
“normal”, and sometimes indeed even 
“expected” behaviour by political actors. 
Accordingly, in all the communities that 
were studied, in elections citizens opted 
for strong and charismatic figures with 
strong political instincts, who built their 
public image through the figure of the 
“benefactor”. Considering citizens’ apathy 
and uninterestedness, as well as the 
captured control mechanisms, points 
of resistance to capture seem relatively 
weak. Nevertheless, as a potential 
contribution to their strengthening, 
GONG recommended two possible 
courses of action: changing the normative 
framework and broader social action.
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Description: GONG presented the results of the 
study „Croatia’s Captured Places“ at the Faculty 
of Political Science in Zagreb. 

 – On 29 June 2017, GONG presented 
the results of the Croatia’s Captured 
Places study at the Faculty of Political 
Science in Zagreb. The study, in which 
the concept of the captured state was 
applied to the quality of governance in 
local units, was carried out by a research 
team consisting of: Paul Stubbs (The 
Institute of Economics), Siniša Zrinščak 
(Faculty of Law), Berto Šalaj (Faculty of 
Political Science in Zagreb) and GONG’s 
researchers, Dragan Zelić, Duje Prkut and 
Dražen Hoffmann. The research’s findings 
were presented by Nives Miošić and 
Siniša Zrinščak, while the introductory 
comments for discussion, moderated 
by Dragan Zelić, were given by Nenad 
Zakošek (Faculty of Political Science) and 
Ivan Koprić (Faculty of Law, Institute for 
Public Administration).

We have the right to know

 - The We have the right to know portal, 
initiated in 2015 by GONG and Code for 
Croatia, has continued to operate suc-
cessfully. During the three years it has 
been online, the portal served as a plat-
form for 6,214 requests, 2,290 of which 
were made in 2017 only. On the basis of 
this number of requests, the portal real-
ised 11,454 transactions, which includes 
the number of new requests, new user 
accounts, additional sent and received 
messages, new comments and follows.

 - On 16 October 2017, the Information 
Commissioner adopted a decision 
based on a petition filed by GONG 
drawing attention to the violation of 
Article 12 of the Act on the Right of 
Access to Information on the part of the 
Constitutional Court. The Commissioner 
concluded that it is necessary for the 
Constitutional Court to fully meet its 
obligation to proactively publish infor-
mation and to keep its work open to the 
public.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION
Campaign to publish ministers’ 
travel expenses

 - Although citizens have the right to know 
how money from the state budget 
is spent, Croatian ministers’ official 
travel expenses are unknown and are 
not proactively published. In order to 
learn what these expenses have been 
in the past three terms of government, 
and to motivate the current and future 
Governments to proactively publish 
them, in early September 2017 Code 
for Croatia and GONG invited all those 
interested to become involved in the 
campaign by sending access to informa-
tion requests about the travel expenses 
of at least one minister through http://
putni-troskovi.codeforcroatia.org.

 - Mass sending of requests has shown 
to be an effective activist tool to force 
public sector bodies to regularly publish 
information that is of public interest 
and import. Although the campaign 
resulted in the publishing of important 
data on travel expenses, the goal of 
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Description: GONG participated in the 
panel discussion on the occasion of 
the International Day for the Universal 
Access to Information.

having the Government proactively 
publish expenses, as the European 
Commission has started to do, wasn’t 
achieved.

 – In 2017, GONG warned of the decreasing 
openness of Croatian Government 
meetings presided by PM Andrej 
Plenković. In July 2017, we filed a petition 
to the Information Commissioner, 
informing her that the current 
Government has discontinued the good 
practice of publishing meeting agendas 
several days before the meetings itself 
and publishing documents included in the 
agenda at the beginning and in the course 
of the meetings, which allowed keeping 
abreast of the Government’s work and 
active participation in the decision-
making process. The Commissioner 
has found several elements in which 
the Government’s practice in holding 
meetings is counter to the principles of the 
Act on the Right of Access to Information.

 – On 6 October 2017, GONG submitted an 
access to information request that the 
Interior Ministry declined to forward to 
the Commission for Conflict of Interest, 
although the Commission needed it to 
adopt a decision in the case of the alleged 
birthday celebration of Croatian President 
Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović. Moreover, we 
submitted a request seeking to learn 
whether, in refusing to forward the data 
to the Commission, the MoI violated 
the Data Secrecy Act, which requires all 
public sector bodies to request an opinion 
from the Office of the National Security 
Council before dealing with any requests 
demanding classified information.

 – Ahead of the International Access to 
Information Day, GONG took part in 
a public discussion organised by the 
Information Commissioner on 25 
September 2017 in Kino Europa.

 – On 21 November 2017, the Constitutional 
Court ruled in the proceedings initiated 
by GONG’s constitutional complaint in the 
Patton Boggs case, concerning services 
provided in representing Croatia at the 

Hague tribunal in the appellate procedure 
following the trial of generals Gotovina 
and Markač. Although a Constitutional 
Court ruling recognised the Croatian 
Government’s right to continue to keep 
information on the prices of contracts for 
long-completed services by the American 
law firm classified, we established that 
the ruling was highly valuable due to the 
dissenting opinions of the four judges who 
invoked a contrasting theory and practice 
of the European Human Rights Court.

GOOD GOVERNANCE AND ANTICORRUPTION

http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/povjerenica_1.pdf
http://www.gong.hr/media/uploads/povjerenica_1.pdf
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http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/uskoro-nova-odluka-mup-a-o-deklasifikaciji-podatak/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/odrzana-tribina-koristis-li-svoje-pravo-na-pristup/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/odrzana-tribina-koristis-li-svoje-pravo-na-pristup/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/odrzana-tribina-koristis-li-svoje-pravo-na-pristup/
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Description: Open Data Day 2017.

 – The High Administrative Court 
confirmed the ruling of the Information 
Commissioner ordering the Justice 
Ministry to deliver all data from the 
court’s register of companies to GONG 
in a machine-readable format within a 
30-day deadline. On 18 September 2017, 
an exported file containing the entire 
court register was delivered to GONG 
as a temporary solution until an API is 
developed to enable automatic assembly.

 – Ahead of the Parliamentary debate on the 
Final draft of the Act on the Prevention 
of Money Laundering and Financing of 
Terrorism, on 10 October 2017, GONG 
called on members of parliament to 
demand that the Register of Companies’ 
Beneficial Owners in Croatia be opened to 
the entire public. GONG submitted a draft 
amendment to the existing Articles 34 
and 35 so that they read: “The Register of 
Companies’ Beneficial Owners is available 
to the public in accordance with the Act on 
the Right of Access to Information”. The 
amendment was rejected.

 – In June 2017, GONG asked the Croatian 
Parliament to guarantee the openness 
of data in the Register of Concessions. 
We warned that although the current 
Register of Concessions is available on 
the Internet, the form in which it was 
made public doesn’t conform to the Act 
on the Right of Access to Information, as 
it is not in a machine-readable format. It is 
thus possible for example to search it by 
means of individual indicators, but not to 
export the entire database or the results 
of certain searches in an open form (say, 
an excel table).

 – To mark the Open Data Day, GONG 
co-organised the Civic Innovations 
Weekend, Open Data Day Croatia 2017, 
which was held in Zagreb from 3-5 March 
2017.

 – With expert support from The Engine 
Room, GONG spent 2017 intensely working 
on preparing the “Mosaic of Influence”, a 
technologically innovative database that 
would show the interests and influences 
of politically exposed people in Croatia. 
The database will enable interested 
citizens to access information available 
across various databases in a single, easily 
searchable database.

 – On 31 May 2017 GONG participated in 
“Partnership for an Open Croatia”, a public 
discussion held at the Croatian Journalists’ 
Association. The aim of the discussion 
was to introduce the wider public to the 
international context of the Partnership 
for Open Government initiative. Given 
that Croatia didn’t adopt a new Action 
plan to implement the initiative in 2017, it 
risks being ejected from the Initiative.

 – GONG actively participated in the 
international conferences POINT (Political 
Accountability and New Technologies), 
organised by Why Not? in Sarajevo, and the 
Personal Democracy Forum, organised by 
TransparenCEE in Gdansk.

 – In parallel, GONG, in partnership with 
TechSoup, organised a Ministry of Data 
challenge and mentorship to design 
online public good applications (The Tax 
Busters and The Dream Green Machine 
Team).

OPEN DATA IN OPEN FORMATS

GOOD GOVERNANCE AND ANTICORRUPTION
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CROATIA IN THE EU

 – At the European Union level, GONG 
responded to the White Paper on the 
Future of Europe: Reflections and 
Scenarios for the EU27 by 2025, by 
lending its support in 2017 to the 6th 
Scenario – a Sustainable Europe for 
its Citizens. It also endorsed European 
activists’ proclamation about the urgent 
need to increase transparency of the 
decision-making process and creating 
a joint platform for further advocacy 
focused on enhancing respect for the right 
to access information, increasing citizens’ 
participation and securing personal and 
political accountability at the level of EU 
member-states.

 – On 22 March 2017, GONG, together with 
other European civil society organisations, 
directed an open letter to the First Vice-
President of the European Commission, 
Frans Timmermans. Ahead of the 60th 
anniversary of the signing of the Treaties 
of Rome, we demanded that the European 
Commission doesn’t relinquish its role as 
the leader in the fight against corruption 
in the EU.

THE FUTURE OF THE EU

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
COMMITTEE

 – GONG continued to participate in the 
work of the European Economic and 
Social Committee (EESC). The EESC is an 
EU advisory body established 60 years ago 
to act as a bridge between the member 
states’ civil societies and European Union 
institutions.

 – GONG participated in the 2017 Civil Society 
Days annual conference, organised by the 
EESC in Brussels on 26 and 27 June 2017. 
At a panel that started off the two days of 
workshops on the subject of populism, 
that is, designing a successful strategy 
to combat it, GONG’s Duje Prkut gave an 
introduction emphasising the newer and 
deeper perspectives on populism, that 
go beyond the superficial labelling of 
populism as shallow rightwingery.

CROATIA IN THE EU
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Photo credit: Dag Oršić/CROSOL. 
Description: Presentation of the report 
on illiberal democracy trends in Croatia, 
Slovenia, Hungary and Latvia.

 – During 2016 and 2017, the Polish parliament 
enacted a series of antidemocratic laws 
downgrading democracy in Poland. The 
Croatian Platform for International Citizen 
Solidarity (CROSOL), which gathers 32 civil 
society organisations active in the field of 
international development cooperation, 
and Human Rights House in Zagreb 
wrote an open letter on 21 July 2017, 
calling on the President of the RC to use 
the development of the relationship with 
her Polish colleague Duda to encourage 
him to prevent Poland’s descent from a 
democratic into an authoritarian regime.

 – Hungarian President, János Áder co-signed 
without reservation a series of laws 
tabled by the Hungarian Government and 
adopted by the Parliament that resulted 
in human rights violations. In April 2017, 
CROSOL and Human Rights House 
demanded that, in their conversations 
with president Áder, the President and 
Prime Minister of the RC unequivocally 
express their concern over the continued 
and far-reaching human rights violations 
in Hungary.

 – In partnership with the SLOGA, HAND and 
LAPAS organisations, CROSOL published 
a report on illiberal democracy trends 
in Croatia, Slovenia, Hungary and Latvia. 
The report was published within the More 
Democracy for Europe project, financed by 
the European Union’s EACEA (Education, 

Audiovisual and Culture Executive 
Agency). The report was presented 
at I(l)liberal Democracies: Europe 
between Democracy and Autocracy, an 
international conference held on 8 and 9 
December 2017 in Kino Europa in Zagreb.

CROATIAN PLATFORM FOR INTERNATIONAL 
CITIzEN SOLIDARITY – CROSOL

INITIATIVE FOR MONITORING THE EU 
INTEGRATION PROCESS IN BOSNIA AND 
HERzEGOVINA

 – At the regional level, GONG continued to support the work of the Initiative for Monitoring the 
EU Integration Process in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

 – In December 2017, CROSOL organised 
the screening of My Year in Kekistan, 
a documentary film which 25-year-old 
Patrik Hermansson filmed using a hidden 
camera during a year (from September 
2016 to September 2017) associating with 
members of the British and American alt-
right and similar neo nazi and other far 
right movements.

CROATIA IN THE EU
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In 2017 GONG continued to contribute to enhancing democratic political 
culture and understanding liberal democracy as a model of balancing 
protection of the human rights of all and minorities’ rights, and majority 
decision making. It also had an influence on increasing various groups’ 
capacities to participate in decision-making and public policymaking 
processes.

Likewise, through developing and implementing its own education 
programme, as well as support to schools and local communities, GONG 
also contributed to enhancing the implementation of civic education in 
the formal education system and to the development of civic and social 
competence through informal education.

GONG continued to develop experience exchange programmes for 
civil society organisations and think tanks in Croatia and the region; 
participated in a series of initiatives and networked with various actors 
(GONG is part of Platform 112 and the GOOD Initiative, for instance), 
maintaining intense communication with the widest circle of citizens.

GONG took part in informing citizens through public activities and 
through answers to citizens queries by phone, e-mail or social networks, 
especially as regards the election process. In addition, we directed 
citizens to organisations and public sector bodies in charge of, and 
relevant to, specific problems and advised them on their right to access 
information and situations of conflict of interest.

GONG realised its contribution to the freedom of expression and media 
accountability and accuracy of information in 2017 through public 
actions and reactions, cooperation and by publishing the Faktograf.hr 
web magazine
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DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIC COMPETENCE

Description: GONG organized the 
professional training for the implementation 
of civic education for teachers in Zadar.

 – During 2017, GONG continued to conduct 
professional training in “Education for civic 
literacy”, for those who work in education. 
The training, consisting of three modules 
– political, media and EU literacy – was 
organised across two cycles, with two 
groups of participants: teachers in Rijeka 
primary schools that have implemented 
civic education, and other interested 
primary and secondary school teachers. 
The education modules for teachers from 
Rijeka were organised in Rijeka in April 
2017, while the education for the other 
group of about 20 teachers was organised 
in Zadar (from 2 to 7 July 2017), Osijek and 
Zagreb.

DEvELOPMENT 
OF CIvIC 
COMPETENCE
TRAINING FOR CIVIC EDUCATION

http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/edukacija-ucitelja-u-suradnji-s-good-inicijativom/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/edukacija-ucitelja-u-suradnji-s-good-inicijativom/
http://gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/gradanski-odgoja-za-solidarnost-i-ukljucivost/
http://gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/gradanski-odgoja-za-solidarnost-i-ukljucivost/
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 – Based on multi-annual experience in 
the field of contributing to democratic 
political culture, democratic processes 
and institutions, elections and other 
forms of citizen participation, GONG 
developed education programmes and 
materials available in an electronic form, 
in cooperation with education system 
professionals. During 2017, education 
materials developed by GONG on the 
subjects of elections, democracy, citizen 
engagement and political literacy, and the 
European Union, comprising publications, 
articles, videos, presentations and 
quizzes, adapted for the needs of youth, 
teachers and other interested citizens, 
were published on the EDUKATOLOG 
website.

 – In 2017, GONG continued to collaborate 
with festivals, including HRFF – Human 
Rights Film Festival and JFF – Festival of 
Tolerance, organising forums and similar 
public events for teachers, youth and the 
interested public. An example of such 
cooperation is organising the Politicising 
Education and/or Education as an 
Important Public Policy? forum, held on 8 
December in Kino Europa.

 – To contribute to international 
understanding and solidarity, in 2017, 
in cooperation with schools and civil 
society organisations from 5 European 
states, GONG began to actively work on 
improving the existing social inclusion and 
civic/intercultural education programmes. 
The activities within the GEAR project 
involved youth, teachers and educators/
trainers from civil society organisations.

CONTRIBUTING TO 
YOUNG PEOPLE’S 
E-PARTICIPATION

 – During 2017, in collaboration with the 
European Citizen Action Service (ECAS) 
organisation from Belgium and European 
(Belgian, Bulgarian, Hungarian, British 
and Icelandic) partners, GONG developed 
and tested youth e-participation tools and 
organised trainings for youth on digital 
democracy and e-participation, focused 
on opening spaces for youth participation 
in decision-making, as well as drafting 
digital content to foster discussion on 
the future of student mobility and the 
Erasmus+ programme, through the Digital 
Ecosystem for E-Participation Linking Youth 
(DEEP-Linking Youth) project.

DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIC COMPETENCE

http://edu.goo.hr/
http://www.kinoeuropa.hr/program/politizacija-obrazovanja-i-ili-obrazovanje-kao-vazna-javna-politika-119251
http://www.kinoeuropa.hr/program/politizacija-obrazovanja-i-ili-obrazovanje-kao-vazna-javna-politika-119251
http://www.kinoeuropa.hr/program/politizacija-obrazovanja-i-ili-obrazovanje-kao-vazna-javna-politika-119251
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/mediji/gongov-gear-global-education-and-active-response/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/mediji/gongov-gear-global-education-and-active-response/
http://gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/mediji/gongov-gear-global-education-and-active-response/
http://deeplinkingyouth.eu/
http://deeplinkingyouth.eu/
http://deeplinkingyouth.eu/
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Description: As part of the GEAR project, 
education on media literacy was held in 
Osijek.

 – In order to contribute to international 
understanding and solidarity and 
stimulate exchange and improvement 
of existing positive practices of global, 
citizen and intercultural learning, we 
developed the GEAR project: Global 
Education and Active Response for 
Protection of Human Rights, Inclusion 
and Democratic Values in Intercultural 
Societies. In carrying out the project we 
enhance the existing programmes of 
social inclusion and civic/intercultural 
education. Some programmes have a 
long tradition of implementation at the 
national level in certain countries, but 
they will be improved and upgraded in 
accordance with recognised needs, and 
transnationally expanded. The project will 
allow transnational exchange of existing 
successful practices, between partners 
and teachers in various countries. Young 
people, teachers and educators/trainers 
from civil society organisations will be 
part of the activities.

 – The project is being implemented in 
cooperation with 11 partners – civil society 
organisations, teachers and pupils and 
their schools from 5 European countries: 
Croatia, Italy, Spain, Slovenia and 
Macedonia. The aim of the project is to 
promote democratic values, fundamental 
rights, intercultural understanding and 
active citizenship, as well as to prevent 
violent radicalisation. The following civil 
society organisations are involved in 
the GEAR project: GONG, the Nansen 
Dialogue Centre (Croatia), the Peace 
Institute (Slovenia), GSI Italia (Gruppi di 
Solidarieta’ Internazionale Italia) (Italy), the 
Cives Foundation (Fundación Educativa 
y Asistencial Cives) (Spain),  the Nansen 
Dialogue Centre Skopje (Macedonia); as 
well as the following schools: the School 

of Economy and Tourism Daruvar, The 
Siniša Glavašević Elementary School, 
the Dalj primary school, the Municipal 
Secondary Vocational School in Gostivar 
(OSTU Gostivar) and the Municipal Primary 
School Lirija (Macedonia).

 – Exchanges and educational activities 
between the schools and youth, trainings 
for teachers on the national level in each 
state, a three-day transnational exchange 
and state- and transnational networking 
and exchange of examples of good practice 
related to the subjects of promoting 
democratic values, fundamental rights, 
intercultural understanding and active 
citizenship were carried out as part of the 
project.

 – A three-day international teacher training 
was held in October in Italy, and the 
experiences of the exchange from the 
training are being used to develop a new 
common curriculum of informal global 
civic and intercultural education. This 
project is co-financed by the European 
Union’s Erasmus+ programme. Its aim is 
precisely to enhance education activities 
through cooperation between schools 
and civil society organisations, while 
schools receive support in implementing 
inclusion, solidarity and interculturalism 
programmes.

IMPROVING EDUCATION PROGRAMMES 
AND PRACTICES THROUGH COOPERATION 
BETwEEN SCHOOLS AND ASSOCIATIONS

DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIC COMPETENCE

https://gear.gong.hr/
https://gear.gong.hr/
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CITIzEN ACTIVISM AND NETwORKING

 – The GOOD initiative gathers civil society 
organisations that, with the support 
of scientists and experts, advocate 
systematic introduction of high quality 
civic education and support the young, 
schools and local initiatives in civic 
engagement and creating the conditions 
for the development of civic and social 
competence. The initiative conducted 
a series of education and mobilisation 
activities during 2017, including: 
professional training for teachers; 
informal education programmes for 
youth, working with parents and schools 
and supporting schools in democratisation 
and implementing civic education.

 – GOOD Initiative’s EDUKATOLOG, 
containing education materials in the 
fields of civic education, democracy and 
human rights, was developed in 2017 as 
support for education activities.

 – 2017 also saw the development of the 
Education Whistle, as a means to aid 
understanding of the Croatian education 
system and its particularities and allow 
integrated monitoring and analysing 
of processes relating to the education 
system, from education policy to everyday 
practice in education institutions.

 – Ahead of the International Democracy 
Day, members of the GOOD Initiative 
mounted a public exhibition of posters 
at the Zrinjevac square, which was 
open from 15 to 21 September 2017. 
The exhibition, entitled “Croatia Can do 
Better”, tackled the importance of civic 
engagement for democratic societies and 
showed civic campaigning for a better life 
for the young and their better education 
in Croatia. The exhibition presented the 
social movements and education and 
youth initiatives active today, but also cast 
a critical look on unsuccessful reforms.

CITIZEN 
ACTIvISM AND 
NETWORKING
GOOD INITIATIVE FOR CIVIC EDUCATION

http://goo.hr/good-inicijativa/
http://goo.hr/good-inicijativa/
http://edu.goo.hr/
http://oz.goo.hr/
http://gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/pogledajte-izlozbu-plakata-gong-a-i-good-inicijati/
http://gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/pogledajte-izlozbu-plakata-gong-a-i-good-inicijati/
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Photo credit: GOOD inicijativa. 
Description: The publication „Toward Democratic 
School“ was presented in five cities in Croatia.

CITIzEN ACTIVISM AND NETwORKING

 – During November 2017, the GOOD 
Initiative organised roundtables in five 
cities to present a new publication, 
Towards a Democratic School, and 
stimulate discussion on systematic 
introduction of civic education in 
educational institutions. More than 200 

people participated in the roundtables 
organised by member associations of 
the GOOD Initiative as part of the local-
level activities aiming to encourage 
local initiatives for strengthening civic 
competence in children and youth.

CROATIA CAN DO BETTER

 – A year after the protest in support of the 
comprehensive curricular reform under 
the name Croatia can do Better, held on 
1 June 2017, we organised a roundtable 
discussing education reform and what 
has changed in the field of education 
since a large number of citizens gave 
their support for curricular reform and 
stressed the importance of education for 
the development of society as a whole.

 – Education, that is, support for the 
comprehensive curricular reform that 
was stymied through political pressure, 
became the motive for a repeat of the 
protest in Zagreb and other Croatian cities 
on 1 June 2017, joined by more than 25,000 
people. The new protest was held because 
of the jeopardised implementation of 
the Education, Science and Technology 
Strategy, while despite demands from the 

http://goo.hr/na-okruglim-stolovima-pet-gradova-predstavljena-publikacija-prema-demokratskoj-skoli/
http://goo.hr/na-okruglim-stolovima-pet-gradova-predstavljena-publikacija-prema-demokratskoj-skoli/
http://goo.hr/na-okruglim-stolovima-pet-gradova-predstavljena-publikacija-prema-demokratskoj-skoli/
http://goo.hr/na-okruglim-stolovima-pet-gradova-predstavljena-publikacija-prema-demokratskoj-skoli/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/civilno-drustvo/za-zivot-obrazovne-reforme-16-u-1800/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/civilno-drustvo/za-zivot-obrazovne-reforme-16-u-1800/
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Photo credit: Lana SLIVAR DOMINIC/Hina. 
Description:  On June 1, 2017, the protest 
„Croatia can do better“ brought together 
over 25,000 people.

Photo credit: Lana SLIVAR DOMINIC/Hina. 
Description: The protest „Croatia can 
do better“  was organized because of 
undermining the implementation of a 
comprehensive curriculum reform.

public and campaign promises by political 
parties and a 14% increase in funding for 
education in the budget, the curricular 
reform was still not being implemented. 
An additional grievance on the part of the 
interested public concerned the oversized 
influence on education of various interest- 
and radical rightwing ideological groups 
seeking to impose their attitudes; attitudes 
that run counter to the constitutional 
values and achievements of civilisation. 
The protests demanded the following: the 
dismissal of minister Pavo Barišić, under 
serious charges of plagiarism; dismissal of 
president of Special Expert Commission 
Dijana Vican; and repeating the selection 
process for the head and members of the 
Expert Workgroup.

 – Three months and thirteen days from 
the protest where citizens demanded 
the dismissals of Barišić, head of the 
Special Expert Commission Dijana Vican 
and the chosen head of the Expert 
Workgroup Jasminka Buljan Culej due to 
the intransparency of the process and 
hiding documents, the citizens’ demands 
were fulfilled. On that occasion, the GOOD 
Initiative warned that there is still need 
for more transparency, by guaranteeing 
professionalism and respect for 
procedures.

CITIzEN ACTIVISM AND NETwORKING

http://goo.hr/zahtjevi-gradana-napokon-ispunjeni-moze-li-hrvatska-bolje/
http://goo.hr/zahtjevi-gradana-napokon-ispunjeni-moze-li-hrvatska-bolje/
http://goo.hr/zahtjevi-gradana-napokon-ispunjeni-moze-li-hrvatska-bolje/
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Photo credit: Platforma 112. 
Description: Platform 112 held a press 

conference on the occasion of Human 
Rights Day.

Platform 112

 – Civil society organisations assembled 
around Platform 112, founded among 
others by GONG, continued to cooperate 
and issue joint public reactions through 
2017. On 1 March outside the Foreign 
Affairs Ministry, Platform 112 expressed 
concern about the foreign policy turn on 
the issue of the human rights of women, 
sexual and gender minorities. With this 
act, the Platform reacted to the Croatian 
opinions on the conclusions of the 
Council of Europe, in which then-Foreign 
Affairs Minister Davor Ivo Stier stated that 
Croatia would pay special attention to 
“promoting and protecting the traditional 
family, based upon marriage defined as a 
union between a woman and a man, as a 
natural and fundamental unit of society”.

 – In April 2017, Platform 112 warned of the 
danger of compromising civic oversight of 
security and intelligence services in case 
the Croatian Parliament adopts a decision 
naming the president and six members 
of the Council for Civilian Oversight 
of Security and Intelligence Agencies, 
proposed by the Domestic Policy and 
National Security Committee. We pointed 
out that certain individuals nominated for 
this important function were in conflict 

of interest, or their public reputation was 
damaged on account of plagiarism.

 – On 4 July 2017, Platform 112 sent an 
open letter to Speaker of the Croatian 
Parliament Gordan Jandroković, 
demanding the democratisation of the 
Parliament’s functioning. We warned 
then that more than eight months have 
passed since the ninth assembly of the 
Croatian parliament was constituted, 
and that it is high time that the Croatian 
Parliament adopt decisions nominating 
representatives of the interested and 
expert public to a series of its working 
bodies.

 – On the occasion of the International 
Human Rights Day, at a 10 December 2017 
media conference, Platform 112 warned 
of the systematic calls for the persecution 
of non-likeminded individuals defending 
human rights of all citizens. Warning of 
these pressures, Platform 112 highlighted 
the growing inequality, intolerance, 
xenophobia and attacks on all those 
fighting against discrimination and for 
equality, a healthy environment, women’s 
rights and the rights of all victims.

SUPPORT FOR CIVIL SOCIETY

CITIzEN ACTIVISM AND NETwORKING

http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/civilno-drustvo/platforma-112-zabrinuta-zbog-zaokreta-u-vanjskoj-p/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/civilno-drustvo/platforma-112-zabrinuta-zbog-zaokreta-u-vanjskoj-p/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/civilno-drustvo/platforma-112-zabrinuta-zbog-zaokreta-u-vanjskoj-p/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/platforma-112/ljudska-prava-ne-stite-se-plagijatima-i-sukobima-i/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/platforma-112/ljudska-prava-ne-stite-se-plagijatima-i-sukobima-i/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/platforma-112/ljudska-prava-ne-stite-se-plagijatima-i-sukobima-i/
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http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/platforma-112/ljudska-prava-ne-stite-se-plagijatima-i-sukobima-i/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/sabor/gospodine-jandrokovicu-demokratizirajte-rad-hrvats/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/sabor/gospodine-jandrokovicu-demokratizirajte-rad-hrvats/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/sustavni-napadi-na-kriticko-misljenje-i-slobodu-ud/
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http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/sustavni-napadi-na-kriticko-misljenje-i-slobodu-ud/
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Description: As part of the project FAIRnet, 
the introductory lecture training for financial 
administrators in social enterprises was organized.

SOLIDARNA - foundation

 – SOLIDARNA – foundation for human 
rights and solidarity, established in 
December 2015 by 55 founding members 
including GONG, continued to advocate 
the development of philantropy and other 
forms of social support for the promotion 
and protection of all generations of 
human rights. Upon the successful 
conclusion of the establishment of the 
Foundation, in 2017, the Foundation 
became independent.

Contribution to social 
entrepreneurship – FAIRnet

 – In the past few years, working intensely 
with and for (social) entrepreneurs, we 
noticed that there is no one single place 
where they might find important and 
useful information for their everyday 
financial dealings and ask questions, 
or share their experiences related to 
the Croatian legislative framework and 
legal regulations. Following up on these 
insights, we gathered experts from a 
number of organisations/enterprises and 
designed a way to answer the problems, 
needs and challenges mentioned above. 
For that reason, in 2017 GONG began to 
implement the FAIRnet project (Finances, 
Administration and Accounting) for 
social enterprises’ business affairs, with 
the main goal of increasing the finance, 
administration and accounting knowledge 
and skills of their own employees and 
young unemployed people and to 
network social enterprise stakeholders 
into a FAIRnet platform.

 – As part of the FAIRnet project, two multiday 
workshops and two partner meetings 
were held in 2017 in Samobor (3-6 July 
2017) and on Šolta (25-30 September 
2017). In addition to planning activities 
and education for social enterprise 
employees, a strategy for an online 
FAIRnet platform for information, advice 
and education on financial management 
was drafted at the meetings. Experts from 
three Croatian partner organisations took 

part in the workshop apart from GONG: 
ACT Konto from Čakovec, the Cooperative 
for Ethical Financing from Zagreb and 
Synergia Consulting Split; in order to 
systematically respond to challenges in 
enterprises’ financial and administrative 
affairs.

 – In late 2017, GONG also conducted 
a two-month education for financial 
administrators in social enterprises, 
comprising five units covering topics 
such as the legislative framework for 
social entrepreneurs’ affairs (associations, 
cooperatives and companies), human 
resources, financial administration, 
project finance and reporting and financial 
planning. The education was carried out by 
means of the Moodle education platform 
by group consultation and through live 
meetings with the educators.

 – During 2017, GONG developed, and 
late that year initiated, the online 
FAIRnet platform, which provides social 
entrepreneurs with expert and reliable 
advice in the FAIR field – Finances, 
Administration and Accounting.

Cooperative for Ethical Financing

 – In 2017, GONG remained a member of the 
Cooperative for Ethical Financing (ZEF), 
lending its support to the establishment 
of the first ethical bank in Croatia.

CITIzEN ACTIVISM AND NETwORKING

https://www.solidarna.hr/site/index
https://www.solidarna.hr/site/index
https://www.solidarna.hr/site/index
https://www.solidarna.hr/site/index
https://www.solidarna.hr/site/index
https://www.solidarna.hr/site/index
http://fairnet.hr/fairnet/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/poziv-na-edukaciju-za-financijskog-administratoric/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/poziv-na-edukaciju-za-financijskog-administratoric/
http://fairnet.hr/fairnet/
http://fairnet.hr/fairnet/
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MEDIA – FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND ExPRESSION

MONITORING THE 
MEDIA

 – GONG opposed the cancellation of 
the Croatia Live programme on the 
Croatian Radiotelevision (HRT), and 
on 12 September 2017 addressed an 
open letter to the Parliament’s Media 
Committee, stressing that the Committee 
is facing another challenge: supporting 
the freedom of expression and pluralism 
of opinions or political punishment of 
professional journalistic work on the HRT. 
We pointed out that it is essential – if the 
members of the relevant Parliamentary 
Committee are open to the fact-based 
approach to journalism, opening 
dialogue and confronting opinions – that 
they publicly react by sending the HRT 
management a clear message.

 – In March 2017, together with 5 trade 
unions and 4 civil society organisations, 
GONG demanded that the documentary 

film Gazda be shown on the HRT. We 
emphasised that the film is an extremely 
important document, whose screening 
is undoubtedly in the public interest, 
and that we believe that it is the public 
broadcaster’s duty to show the film in a 
time slot that would enable it to be visible 
to the widest public in the Republic of 
Croatia, in line with HRT rules.

 – GONG continued to support the 
development of Radio 808, whose 
programme was declared best at the 
Electronic Media Agency’s competition 
in experimental broadcasting in digital 
distribution radio channels.

MEDIA LITERACY

 – Two two-day educations and experience 
exchanges with interested educators and 
teachers in the field of media literacy were 
held in 2017 (from 27 to 29 April in Rijeka 
and 27-29 October in Osijek).

MEDIA – 
FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION 
AND EXPRESSION

http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/podrska-htv-ovoj-emisiji-hrvatska-uzivo/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/podrska-htv-ovoj-emisiji-hrvatska-uzivo/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/mediji/smije-li-sada-gazda-na-htv/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/mediji/smije-li-sada-gazda-na-htv/
https://radio808.com/
https://radio808.com/
https://radio808.com/
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Description: On the occasion of the 
UNESCO Global Media and Information 
Literacy Week, the Public Event „Literacy 
2.0: How to Improve Media Education in 
Croatia“ was held.

MEDIA – FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND ExPRESSION

 – On 25 October 2017, on the occasion of 
UNESCO’s Global Media and Information 
Literacy Week, the Croatian Journalists’ 
Association and GONG organised Literacy 
2.0: how to Enhance Media Education in 
Croatia, a public event on good practices 
in media education and the need for 
improvements. The event comprised 
a public discussion, a showcase of 
initiatives to improve media literacy, and 
two workshops.

as not to incite the strengthening of hate 
and intolerance in the Croatian society.

 – Pointing out that threats need to be 
reported in order to stop intimidation, as 
well as the potential realisation of threats, 
in late 2017 GONG advised the public how 
to report threats.

FAKTOGRAF.HR

 – The first Croatian media fact-checking 
platform, Faktograf.hr, initiated by GONG 
and the Croatian Journalists’ Association 
in late 2015, continued to function in 
2017 as a recognised portal on the 
Croatian and regional media scene and 
an indispensable tool used every day by 
journalists, researchers and citizens.

 – The cooperation between Faktograf 
and the N1 television was deepened, 
so readers of the N1 portal can use that 
website to directly, via e-mail, draw the 
Faktograf staff attention to possibly 
contentious remarks by politicians that 
they feel might need to be fact-checked.

 – Around 320 texts were published in 
Faktograf during 2017. During that year, 
it had 307,112 unique users, who visited 
the page 698,112 times. In comparison, 
in 2016 Faktograf had a total of 179,082 
readers and 486,876 visits to our website. 
In 2017, articles on Faktograf were 
accessed a total of 847,515 times, 57.5% 
of which by “old” readers, while 42.5% 
were by people visiting Faktograf for the 
first time in 2017. Faktograf has almost 
16,000 followers on Facebook, and 2,000 
on Twitter.

 – During 2017, GONG continued to maintain 
the DostaJeMrznje.org website, a tool for 
reporting hate speech, discriminatory 
messages and other forms of unacceptable 
expression in public spaces and the media. 
40 reports were filed during 2017, and the 
most serious ones were forwarded to the 
relevant public authorities, including the 
Council for Electronic Media and the State 
Attorney’s Office.

 – Following the attack on Nenad Zakošek, 
president of the GONG council, at a public 
forum held in Berlin 21 February 2017, 
GONG called on all media to report in a 
responsible and professional manner, 
and on holders of political power to 
assume responsibility for the messages 
they send the citizens and the public, so 

http://gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/vaznost-medijskog-obrazovanja/
http://gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/vaznost-medijskog-obrazovanja/
http://gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/vaznost-medijskog-obrazovanja/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/prijavitijelako/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/aktivni-gradani/prijavitijelako/
http://www.faktograf.hr/
http://www.dostajemrznje.org/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/mediji/protiv-prijetnji-i-nasilja/
http://www.gong.hr/hr/dobra-vladavina/mediji/protiv-prijetnji-i-nasilja/
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On 13 April 2017, GONG celebrated its 20th 
birthday with a conference and cultural 
programme at the Student Centre in Zagreb, 
with more than 200 activists present, from 
different generations and fields of struggle, 
coming from Croatia and neighbouring 
countries.

The anniversary programme included a day-
long regional conference, In Search of the 
Citizen: a Regional Time Machine of Activist 
and Artistic Practices; an evening cultural 
programme – opening of the exhibition, 
Resistance, Movement, Change: Fragments 
of Activist and Cultural Practices since the 
late 80s, organised by the KURZIV association 
and curator Martina Kontošić; Postgraduate 
Education, a play by Vilim Matula and Siniša 
Labrović with music by Igor Pavlica; and Ilko 
Čulić’s Musical Activist Time Machine, which 
grew into a party in the Theatre &TD bar.

The programme was prepared by GONG in 
collaboration with Culture of Change (Student 
Centre in Zagreb), the KURZIV and DOMINO 
associations from Zagreb, the Centre for 
Cultural Decontamination from Belgrade, 
Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly Banja Luka, the 
CIVIL association from Skopje, the ANIMA 
association from Kotor, the SOLIDARNA 
foundation and Binocular Theatre, with 
financial support from the Europe for Citizens 
and the Knowledge Centres of the National 
Foundation for Civil Society Development, 
and media support from Radio 808.

The aforementioned Radio 808 show, Activist 
Time Machine, an authored selection of 
pieces of music from pop culture beginning 
with the early 80s until today from the entire 
(post)Yugoslavian region, which, precisely in 
the field of the independent musical scene, 
functions perfectly navigably and productively 
even today, as a space of mutual inspiration, 
creativity and permeation with a culture of 
living and activism across the boundaries of 
time and space.

We also created an Activist Memory Book of 
the Celebration of GONG’s 20th Anniversary, 
whose aim was to take all those interested, in 
the form of a regional time machine, through 
the rich, diverse and vibrant tradition of 

progressive civic activism and engaged artistic 
creation in the post-Yugoslavian region over 
the past three decades.

Description: Opening of a day-long conference „In 
Search of the Citizen: Regional Time-machine of 
activist and cultural practices“ was held in Zagreb’s 
Students’ Center.

Description: The anniversary program 
consisted of several panel discussions.

Description: Exhibition entitled „Resistance, 
Movement, Change: Fragments of activist and 
Cultural Practices from the late 1980s“ was a 
part of the program.

GONG’S 20th BIRTHDAY
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ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

In order to improve the organisation of 
work, during 2017 our research, education 
and advocacy centres were restructured 
as coordinating points for various types of 
activities that engage resources on top of 
the existing resources of those employed at 
GONG (experts from the GONG council and 
GONG’s supporters), cooperating with other 
institutions, organisations and networks. 
Those employed at GONG are divided 
across 2 programme teams that hold regular 
(weekly) meetings to plan implementation 
of activities and sharing of knowledge. The 
two teams are: (1) Democratic political 
processes and institutions and (2) Democratic 
political culture, activism and the media. 
Those employed in different jobs contribute 
to the joint implementation of analytical, 
information, education and advocacy activities 
for citizens’ betterment. The third team, 
whose focus is on financial and administrative 
affairs, has also been reorganised. In 2017, 
GONG introduced an accounting system that 
registers expenditures according to their 
location, that is, according to project, in order 
to improve reporting.

 – As a Knowledge Centre for social 
development in the field of civic activism 
and building democratic institutions, 
GONG was guaranteed basic support 
for information and education activities, 
analytical-research activities and public 
advocacy activities.

 – During 2017, GONG conducted strategic 
planning for the 2018-2021 period. In 
the following period, the implementation 
of the new Strategic Plan, as well as the 
accompanying Operative Plan for 2018, is 
due to begin.

In its activities, GONG continued to rely on 
the work of its employees and the volunteer 
work by members of the organisation and 
student-volunteers:

 – During 2017, there were an average of 11 
employed people, with an average pre-
tax salary of 11,131.04 HRK. There have 
been changes in the number of employed 
through the year, settling at 11 at the end 
of the reporting period.

 – In 2017, we organised a volunteering 
programme, meetings and educations for 
volunteers. GONG’s activities in 2017 were 
supported by 18 volunteers, who invested 
a total of 1056 recorded volunteering 
hours in various types of activities.

 – Members of GONG’s Council and 
Supervisory Board participated in 
GONG’s activities on a volunteering basis, 
just as GONG’s employees voluntarily 
contributed to numerous actions and civil 
society campaigns in the course of 2017. 
Several additional internal meetings to 
exchange experiences and ideas were 
organised for members of GONG and 
associate organisations.

GONG IN THE MEDIA

 – GONG continued its intense presence 
in the media. Over the course of 2017, 
523 media items in relation to GONG’s 
activities were recorded.

 – During 2017, GONG’s website had 39,212 
single visitors and 95,876 views.

 – GONG regularly communicates through 
social networks (Facebook and Twitter), as 
well as through its Youtube channel and a 
monthly newsletter.

http://gong.hr/hr/o-gong-u/istrazivacki-centar/
http://www.gong.hr/
http://www.gong.hr/
http://www.gong.hr/
http://www.gong.hr/
https://web.facebook.com/gong.hr/
https://twitter.com/GONG_hr
https://www.youtube.com/user/wwwGONGhr/featured
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ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

GONG doesn’t own real estate, vehicles or 
shares.

GONG’s office is in a space owned by the 
Republic of Croatia, after a dispute between 
the RC and the City of Zagreb was resolved 
in favour of the RC. This is regulated by a 
contract between the Ministry of State Assets 
and GONG.

During 2017, GONG paid 635,899.76 HRK in 
taxes, surtaxes and contributions (155,186.37 
HRK in taxes and surtaxes and 480,713.39 
HRK in health and pension insurance 
contributions).

We continued to develop self-financing 
activities: accounting services as well as 
providing trainings, consulting and expert-
research services.

 – GONG owns the GRIF usluge d.o.o. 
(GRIF services ltd., GONG Accounting 
and Finances) social enterprise, which 
developed as an independent business. 
It fulfilled the business plan that had 
GONG’s business activities conducted 
through GRIF ltd., and operated with a 
profit.

 – Considering the successful development 
of some of GONG’s projects, which grew 
into independent units, it is necessary 
to specify the processes of co-decision-
making and co-managing these units. 
Specifically, it is necessary to develop 
processes of managing GONG’s social 
enterprise GRIF ltd., to organise and 
continue to develop the co-publishing 
relationship between GONG and the 
Croatian Journalists’ Association on 
the first Croatian specialised news 
fact-checking portal, Faktograf.hr, and 
continue to support the development and 
activities of the SOLIDARNA – foundation 
for human rights and solidarity, as well as 
the Ethical Financing Cooperative.

FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
MANAGEMENT

http://www.grif.hr/
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Financial report

V

BALANCE SHEET:  

ASSETS 2017
Financial assets 1,270,464.00
Non-financial assets 202,955.00
Total Assets 1,473,419.00

 
LIABILITIES 2017
Accounts payable 856,328.00
Own sources 617,091.00
Total Liabilities 1,473,419.00

REVENUES-ExPENDITURES: 

REVENUES 2017 2016
EU funds disbursed via RC state budget 1,944,151 868,407
UZUVRH (Government Office for Cooperation with NGOs) 
EU project co-financing funds 0 57,320

Grants revenues 3,068,261 3,034,197
Membership fee revenues 1,730 2,440
Revenues from citizens’ donations 7,060 35,325
Revenues from intellectual services 98,546 216,861
Revenues from accounting and financial services 0 363,878
Revenues from financial assets 107,053 141,546
Total Revenues 5,226,801 4,719,974

EXPENDITURES 2017 2016
Expenditures for employees 1,577,068 1,898,037
Material expenditures and depreciation 1,999,864 2,192,356
Current donations 852,395 340,470
Financial expenditures 77,698 78,521
Other expenditures 34,979 59,616
Total Expenditures 4,542,004 4,569,000

Surplus revenue in the reporting period 684,797
Revenue deficit – brought forward 67,666
Profit tax obligations upon settlement of accounts 40
Revenue deficit to be covered in the following period* 0

FINANCIAL REPORT
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TOTAL REVENUES 2017

REVENUES

REVENUES 2017

Grant revenues without EU funds via state budget 3,068,261,00

EU funds via state budget 1,944,151,00

Revenues from financial assets 107,053,00

Intellectual services and other 98,545,68

Revenues from citizens and households 7,060,00

Membership fees 1,730,00

TOTAL REVENUES 5,226,801 

FINANCIAL REPORT
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TOTAL GRANT REVENUES 2017

GRANT REVENUES 2017

EU funds (41%) 2,083,847 

Open Society Foundation (20%) 998,083 

Google DNI (16%) 783,717 

National Foundation for Civil Society Development (9%) 435,817 

National Endowment for Democracy (6%) 280,561 

EGP and the Kingdom of Norway funds (4%) 223,421 

Other (international organisations and foreign governments) (4%) 206,966 

TOTAL GRANT REVENUES 5,012,412 

FINANCIAL REPORT
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ExPENDITURES:

2017 2016

EXPENDITURE ON EMPLOYEES 1,577,068 1,898,037

MATERIAL EXPENDITURES 1,977,123 2,130,754

Intellectual and personal services 660,971 836,049

Employees’ travel expenses 222,014 146,753

Compensation for commuting costs 48,413 62,693

Associates’ and volunteers’ travel expenses 292,715 146,457

Copying, office cleaning, layout and printing services etc. 240,580 251,085

Computer services 95,846 219,385

Promotion and information services 16,089 127,634

Material and energy expenditures 178,852 115,772

Telephone, post and transport 27,004 106,092

Rent 72,583 39,961

Utility expenditures 16,089 26,870

Entertaining. membership fees in other organisations, 
participation fees,  … 91,803 40,677

Other (material expenses) 14,164 11,326

DEPRECIATION EXPENDITURES 22,741 61,602

FINANCIAL EXPENDITURES (banking services, negative exchange 
rate differences, default interest) 77,698 78,521

GRANTS (transfers to partners based on partnership project 
agreements 85,2395 340,470

OTHER EXPENDITURES 34,979 59,616

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 4,542,004 4,569,000

FINANCIAL REPORT
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